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Introduction
There is much activity in the world of Mobile Financial Services (MFS) with representatives from key banks
and vendors calling it the next new gold rush for financial institutions after the rush into eCommerce
services in the 1990s. The CEO of Monitise, Alastair Lukies, said banks are now looking at mobile phones
as their fifth channel to customers after branches, ATMs, internet banking and phone banking. “We want
to be the remote control to your bank balance.” The mobile phone is also being called the ‘fourth
screen’ for the delivery of mobile financial services.
A combination of increased user demand and a desire from all sections of the MFS ecosystem to deliver
intelligent applications and services has created an atmosphere that is both creative and pragmatic. Gone
are the days when mobile operators, banks and handset manufacturers went their own separate ways and
developed silo services that were bound to fail.
Mobile financial services, that include both mobile banking and mobile payment applications and
services are already available in most regions in a variety of formats, and where they are being adopted,
either in trial or commercial mode, the user feedback has been very favourable.
This white paper introduces the reader to the main types of MFS and investigates market
drivers/constraints and forecasts for them.

Mobile Financial Services (MFS)
Definition
There are many forms of financial services and Juniper Research defines MFS as retail banking services
offered to customers on their mobile phones. There are two main categories for MFS; Mobile
Payment and Mobile Banking. This excludes insurance services.
Juniper Research has a simple definition of a mobile payment as “payment for goods or services with a
mobile device”.
Our definition for mobile banking is “the provision of banking services to the mobile device”.
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For both banking and payment services the primary method of communications will be via the mobile
telephony network. However, there are some instances where the mobile telephony network is bypassed,
e.g. a physical mobile payment system that uses contactless (NFC) technology.

Mobile Banking
There are four major categories for mobile banking, all of which enable the consumer to access a similar
set of banking services as offered via Internet banking. The four categories are:

• Mobile Financial Information Services (includes financial messaging)
• Mobile Funds Transfer
• Mobile Bill Payment and Presentment (MBPP)
• Mobile Account Management and Customer Service
Mobile Financial Information Services
Mobile financial information services include balance enquiries, threshold-alerts for transaction limits,
balance levels and stock prices, confirmation alerts on completion of placed orders.

Mobile Funds Transfer
Mobile funds transfer is when a customer transfers funds, subject to clearance and a ceiling, to another
bank account.

Mobile Bill Payment and Presentment (MBPP)
Mobile bill payment and presentment (MBPP) is the mobile version of electronic bill payment and
presentment (EBPP). Both MBPP and EBPP enable bills to be created, delivered, and paid over
electronically. The service has applications for many industries, from financial service providers to
telecommunications companies and utilities.
For the purposes of this report all bill payments made by the mobile phone user will be included, this
includes, based on US banking classification, biller-direct bill to pay (where the payer uses the biller’s, e.g.
service provider, direct mobile internet website to make the payment), bank bill pay (bank service offering
service for consumers to pay bills electronically using their mobile phone) and bank bill presentment
(where the bill is presented electronically by the banks allowing the consumer to then pay the bill via
electronic means).

Mobile Account Management and Customer Service
With mobile account management and customer services consumers can manage their accounts and
communicate with their bank in a similar manner to walking into a local branch or ringing up a bank call
centre.

Mobile Payment
Mobile payments are divided into two sub-categories:

• Remote Mobile Payment (RMP)
• Physical Mobile Payment (PMP)
The distinction between the two main methods of mobile payment is this; a remote mobile payment is
when the storefront or retailer is remote to the mobile phone user, e.g. paying for digital goods or
physical goods via a mobile web enabled retailer. A physical mobile payment is when the storefront or
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retailer is physical, e.g. the payment is made in a physical storefront in the same way we would use cash or
a plastic debit/credit card or at an unattended vending or ticketing machine.

Remote Mobile Payment (RMP)
This is currently the most popular mobile payment method and SMS is the dominant technology. There
are many categories under the remote mobile payment header, and there is a high degree of overlap
between each category. For instance payment to mobile phone bill is generally initiated by an SMS (Short
Message Service), usually a PSMS (Premium Rate SMS), text message and P2P (Person to Person) payments
also use SMS for the underlying technology. This means that a remote mobile payment method may be
included in a number of categories. For this report categories include:

• Premium Rate SMS (PSMS)
• Mobile phone bill – “direct to bill” (D2B) payment
• Online – Payment for the Mobile Web WAP billing
• SMS payment – mobile wallet & account based payment
• Person-2-Person (P2P)
Physical Mobile Payments – PMP
Physical mobile payments are when the mobile phone is used at a physical location to make the payment.
This has included trials with infrared, “point & buy” and SMS text, “text and PIN”, where there is a textbased message communication between the consumer, the payment scheme operator and the retailer.
The infrared schemes have not been successful as the technology is not particularly suited for use at the
physical storefront; schemes in countries like South Korea have been abandoned.
There is much excitement in the industry concerning the prospects of NFC and contactless payments.
There are already commercial deployments of contactless payments in Japan and South Korea using Sony
FeliCa chip technology and trials using NFC-equipped phones in North America and Europe.
Figure 1: NYC NFC Trial 2007

Source: MasterCard

Market Drivers & Constraints
There are compelling market drivers for the adoption of mobile financial services and equally many
reasons why its adoption could be stalled. This section details the major market drivers and constraints
for MFS. Figure 2 highlights these drivers and constraints.
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ARPU”, says Gajwani1. “This is clearly reflected in the case of Grameen Phone, where with a 250% growth
in top-up transactions, the ARPU for prepaid users was $6.30”, high for a developing world country.

Increase in Customer Retention for Mobile Operators – Lower Churn
It is an unwanted expense to lose a customer after a mobile operator has invested in the original
acquisition of that customer. Churn rates in the UK were around 30% in 2006. Churn creates two main
problems to operators, reducing revenues as it raises the cost of customer acquisition. Research has
estimated that the cost of winning a new customer could be 12% of the total lifetime revenue a customer
brings in – operators are losing billions of dollars per year as a result of churn. By adding MFS applications
and services to a mobile phone a customer could be less likely to replace their mobile operator with a
new one; customer loyalty may increase as a result of MFS.

New Revenue Channel
Banks can charge for the convenience of offering mobile services to the phone and in doing so can open
up new revenue channels for themselves.

Constraints
The primary constraints for the delivery and acceptance for mobile financial services include:

Resistance from Operators
Where do mobile operators fit into the business model for MFS and how can they generate money from
it? This is a very important question that if unanswered could lead to a serious constraint for the
widespread adoption of MFS.

Lack of Technology Standards
Without ratified global standards MFS and mobile payments will not be able to break out of local closed
networks. The world of banking is based on standards, ISO 8583 for ATMs, and Visa and MasterCard have
been successful as global payment methods partly because they are based on approved technology
standards, e.g. EMV (Europay MasterCard Visa).
MFS is currently, in the main, being deployed around proprietary point solutions and this could lead to a
one-bank one-solution problem.

Business Model Issues
Or who owns the customer? The MFS and payment landscape is currently dominated by central banks,
credit card organisations and other financial institutions. The business model for the delivery of mobile
phones to consumers is currently dominated by the mobile operator subsidised handset scheme. In order
for MFS be successful, a workable business model that keeps the entire ecosystem happy is required, and
this still requires some work.

Financial Regulations & Legislation
This is especially important with developed economies that have strict rules governing their financial
services industry. For instance, a P2P mobile payment scheme may be difficult to deploy in the developed
world where issues surround the transfer of electronic funds as a result of risks from money laundering.
Legislation has a strong role to play in how new mobile payment schemes will be developed. In the EU, for
instance, any new payment scheme should be implemented in line with the EU’s E-Money Directive
(2000/46/EU).

1

Interview with Telecom Asia
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Juniper Research is confident thaat these foreecast figures are
a achievablee based on d
data recorded
d from
around the world. For
F instance, In Japan we have data frrom NTT Do
oCoMo for their FeliCa enabled
e
mobile phones that states that thhe average traansaction value was $6.20 for 20052. Inn the Philippin
nes the
m
operato
or, Globe Teleecom, has 1.33 million subsccribers for itss mobile paym
ment and remittance
main mobile
service G-Cash withh over $100 million wortth of transacctions per daay (equates tto approx. $7
77 per
customer per day).
2
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Mo August 20055
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By 2011 there will be over $587 billion worth of financial transactions being handled by mobile financial
services around the world.

Order the Full Report
Mobile Financial Services: Banking & Payment Markets 2007-2011
This whitepaper is taken from Mobile Financial Services: Banking & Payment Markets 2007-2011.
In the full report, Juniper Research illustrates the current and near-future status of mobile financial
services with interviews, case studies and analysis from representatives of some of the leading
organisations in the booming mobile financial services industry.
This report provides five year forecasts, across eight regions of the world. Forecasts are broken down
into remote and physical mobile payment sectors with combined figures for the overall mobile payment
market. Each sector has projections both in terms of transaction volume and transaction values.
Key Questions the report answers:

• What is the current and future market size for MFS
• What is the strategy for financial institutions, mobile network operators, credit card networks and
new entrants?

• What are the main market drivers for MFS?
• What technologies are being adopted for MFS?
• Are customers ready for the “ATM in their pocket”?
• How the developed world – the great “underbanked” are embracing MFS?
• What is NFC? Is it a key technology for enabling MFS and when will it gain traction?
• Has the previously strained relationship between financial institution and mobile network operator
improved?

• Who will be the winners and losers in the MFS market?
• Are security concerns holding back MFS?
Further details can be found at www.juniperresearch,com. Alternatively please contact Michele Ince at
michele.ince@juniperresearch.com, or telephone +44 (0)1256 830002.

About the Author
Alan Goode is an Analyst with Juniper Research. He has nearly twenty years experience in the
Telecommunications and Information Security sectors. Alan's specialist writing areas include
telecommunications, IT, security and consumer technology. Alan previously worked as a senior consultant
and manager working for a diverse range of clients including T-Mobile, De La Rue, Motorola, Lloyds TSB,
Citibank, Schlumberger, Atos Origin and the Metropolitan Police Service.
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